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Velox Versutus Vigilans
...fiers de notre héritage...

Guide for The Canadian Military C&E Heritage Awards
Prepared by C&E Heritage Committee

Objective

To recognize individuals, teams and organizations who make a noteworthy contribution to the
preservation, education and celebration of Canada's Military C&E Heritage.

As part of the Canadian Military Communications and Electronics Association’s C&E Awards and
Recognition Program, the Heritage Awards are proposed to supplement other forms of recognition in
our community such as Branch commendations and the Foundation's Philanthropic Award.  In this
instance, these awards are intended for presentation to persons and organizations who promote our
heritage and honour our legacy through their actions.

Presentation Categories

Heritage Service Recognition.  Presented at any time to an individual, team or organization in
acknowledgment of an accomplishment, project or effort which contributes in a meaningful way to
recognizing and/or honouring Canada’s Military C&E Heritage.  Examples of when a Heritage
Service Recognition could be given include recognition of volunteers, who have given freely of their
time and talent to preserve, educate and celebrate our heritage, usually over an extended period;
school projects that commemorate C&E history/heritage; members of a unit who conduct research on
their unit history; or civilian employees of any organization, military or civilian, who make that “extra
effort” to support C&E heritage objectives.  A Heritage Service Recognition is not subject to a formal
nomination/selection process.  Recognition mementoes would be available from the C&E Museum
and funded by those individuals/organizations wishing to make the presentation.  Some subsidization
of the cost of Heritage Service Recognition mementoes may be considered at a future date.1

Collective Heritage Award. To recognize the role of a team or an organization in the planning,
development, execution and delivery of a capability, product or project that makes a significant and
lasting contribution to Canada's Military C&E Heritage.  Presented annually during the C&E week,
normally to only one recipient2.  The recipient need not be a member of the C&E community and the
award could go, for example, to a corporation, a non-profit organization or a school.

Individual Heritage Awards. Presented annually, with no quota on the number of awards that can be
made in any grade.

· Lifetime Achievement.  This grade recognizes a lifetime of service to Canada and to the
preservation, education and celebration of the heritage and traditions of the Canadian Military
Communications and Electronics community.

· Honour.  This grade recognizes an exceptional effort and an outstanding contribution to
Canada's Military C&E Heritage, which reflects well on the award recipient and on the entire
Canadian Military C&E community.

· Merit.  This grade recognizes a significant contribution to Canada's Military C&E Heritage.

1 The Heritage Service Recognition category will not be available for FY 2018-19.
2 On rare occasions, where one or more nominations are deemed to be of the same calibre, then more

than one Collective Award may be presented.  This should be the exception rather than the rule.
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Eligibility

Nominations for Individual and Collective Heritage Awards should be national in geographic reach
and broad in scope, with the overriding criteria being the assessed contribution that has been made to
C&E Heritage.  Though candidates will most likely come from within the C&E community, any
individual, team or organization can be nominated if, in the opinion of the nominator, they meet the
criteria of an award category.

While deserving individuals are relatively easy to identify, teams and organizations may include
Regular or Reserve units, C&E clubs and associations, private and public companies, academic
institutions or a commemorative project team.  Examples of activities, projects or events eligible for
consideration for a collective nomination could include: development of heritage educational
packages, research on unit missions, honouring a fallen hero, participation in commemorative events
(Nijmegen March, adventure training to a heritage site) or the creation of a C&E memorial/display.

Nomination & Submission Criteria

There is no formal nomination process for Heritage Service Recognition and neither an obligation nor
a quota on the number of awards presented.  Any C&E unit/organization wishing to acknowledge their
members or even members of the public who meet the award criteria may do so.

Nominations for Individual or Collective Heritage Awards may be submitted at any time after 1 April
in any given year if, in the opinion of the nominator, the recipient has met the posted criteria for the
category and grade of the award.  Deserving nominations may also be made posthumously.  Details
are as follows:

· A “Call for Nominations” notice will be posted annually on the C&E Association website and
disseminated through other channels to ensure as wide a distribution as possible to
individuals, groups and organizations that maintain an affiliation with the C&E Association.
The notice will provide details as to how the nomination is to be submitted, the closing date
for nominations, details of the format to be used and any additional information that may be
required for a particular category in the year of submission;

· All nominations must be submitted electronically through the C&E Association website;
· Nominations can be made by anyone with knowledge of an achievement deserving of an

award and should be complete, accurate and supportive of the award criteria.  NOTE:
Nominators will be required to have an account (or create one in the process of submitting a
nomination) on the C&E Association website to submit a nomination;

· Any individual, team or organization nominated in a given year, but unsuccessful in receiving
an award, can be re-nominated in subsequent years; and

· Nominations for Individual and Collective awards must be submitted NLT 15 July of any
year for consideration of an award in that year.  Selection of award recipients will occur in
September with presentations made during C&E Week (usually in October).

Heritage Awards Selection Board (HASB)3

Chair.  The C&E Branch Colonel Commandant will serve as the de facto Chair of the HASB.  Should
the Colonel Commandant not be available to act as Chair, he/she will appoint an appropriate
replacement.  The duties of the Chair are to:

· confirm the availability and attendance of HASB members;
· convene the HASB, including permitting attendance via tele- or video-conference, if required,

3 Specific duties of Chair, Secretary and HASB members remain to be worked out.
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· manage deliberations, seeking consensus in the selection of award recipients,
· abstain from taking a position for or against any nomination or from voting on the award

nominations, except in the case of a tied vote, and
· on behalf of the Association and Branch, arrange for proper presentations of awards, either

centrally or by delegation to local authorities.

Secretary. The “Awards Member” of the C&E Heritage Committee will assist the Chair in the
performance of his/her duties and advise on the scoring/selection process, disseminate nominations to
committee members, conduct board voting, record decisions and maintain documents.  Non-voting.

Branch Adjutant.  The Branch Adjutant, as an extension of the Branch Secretariat, will provide
administrative support to the HASB.  Among other tasks, duties include:

· maintaining a record of expenditures incurred in convening and conducting the HASB;
· coordinating support from the Branch Office Ottawa as required; and
· coordinating award announcements/presentations based on the results of the HASB

deliberations.

Members.  The HASB will consist of an even number of members, with the minimum being eight,
based on the following appointments/criteria:

· Branch Advisor
· Branch CWO
· a Regular Force officer or CWO/MWO/WO (from any C&E unit)
· a Reserve Force officer or CWO/MWO/WO (from any C&E unit)
· two Retired C&E members (from Clubs, Legions, Associations, etc.)
· the C&E Museum Curator/Archivist
· an "Honest Broker" appointed by the Chair, who is not a member of the C&E community and

whose role is to provide an objective view of both the process and the nominations.

The Chair should strive to have the composition of the Committee reflect the whole C&E community
in terms of areas of employment, service background and regional representation.  The Chair retains
the prerogative to add additional members to the HASB as he/she deems necessary or appropriate.

The HASB, in addition to its primary responsibility to select award recipients, has one final duty prior
to dissolution and that is to prepare a critique of the Heritage Awards process.  Based on their recent
experience, they shall provide the Chair with recommendations that will enable the process to remain
transparent, relevant and representative of the standards established for the awards.

Selection Process

Selection of award recipients for the Individual and Collective Heritage Awards is done by the HASB
in September (for presentation in October).

The Secretary of the HASB will establish a review/scoring methodology before nominations are
viewed.  The process for scoring, ranking and final selection will be consistent and transparent.  At the
discretion of the HASB, the overarching guidance is that nominees clearly must be deserving based on
the merit of their contribution to C&E Heritage.  The HASB reserves the right to recommend to the
HASB Chair a change to the grade of the Individual Heritage Award as originally submitted if, in their
opinion, such a change is warranted.  To maintain a level of respect for the awards, and to prevent
devaluation over time, the HASB must strive to recognize only the most deserving individuals.

All aspects of the nomination, selection and award announcement process are to be confidential.  Any
person, team or organization nominated should not be made aware of their nomination until final
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selections are made and announced.  Furthermore, deliberations of the HASB are held in strict
confidence and all documentation related to the selection is to be destroyed after the awards are
presented.4

Announcements and Presentations

Award nominators will be advised of Selection Board decisions with respect to their submission(s)
through appropriate channels.  Should a nomination be accepted for presentation of an award, it will
be the nominators’ responsibility to choose an appropriate time/place for notifying their nominee, if/as
appropriate.  It is the Association’s intent that Individual and Collective Heritage Awards be
announced publicly during C&E Week in October.  Formal presentation of awards will be made at a
time and place as determined by the Chair of the HASB in consultation with the President of the C&E
Association and the Branch Leader.  Names of award recipients, along with their citations, will be
published on the Association website and through other appropriate media.

· Individuals:  Acknowledgment of award will be made in some appropriate way based on the
grade of the award presented.  The following suggestions are offered:
◦ Lifetime Achievement - Gold lapel pin/brooch + memento5/certificate + Name Plate on

Heritage Lifetime Achievement Board.
◦ Honour - Silver lapel pin/brooch + memento5certificate + name inscribed in the Heritage

Award Register.
◦ Merit - Bronze lapel pin/brooch + memento5/certificate + name inscribed in the Heritage

Award Register.
· Organizations:  Intent is to present a unique commemorative ‘piece’ (sculpture, painting,

trophy) that would symbolize this award and would be displayed in a prominent place,
identifying the recipients.  In addition, the recipient(s) would have a 'take away' piece with an
appropriate certificate and their name(s) added to the Organization Heritage Honour Board.

In addition to a framed Award Certificate identifying the type of award received, all recipients will
receive appropriate Citation Letters, signed by the Colonel Commandant and the Branch Leader
detailing their accomplishment.

Annexes:
Annex A – Nomination and Submission Guide
Annex B – Sample Award Certificate

4 Details of confidentiality of nominations, selection and announcements remain to be worked out.
5  A suitable memento should be of appropriate significance with the recipient's name inscribed. A

different plate (gold/silver/bronze) would recognize the degree of the award.
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Annex A

Nomination and Submission Guide

Please direct any questions related to the completion of a Heritage Awards nomination to the
Secretary of the Heritage Awards Committee.

To assist in the preparation of award nominations, the following guidance is offered:

· Review the category descriptions and criteria before beginning preparation of your
submission.

· Write the nomination for readers who may be unfamiliar with the specific program, activity,
person, or team that is the subject of the nomination.

· Use clear, concise language and avoid acronyms or obscure terminology.
· Describe the actions and achievements that warrant the presentation of the award, focusing on

results and impacts.  Substantiate your nominations with concrete examples.
· Identify any obstacles or difficulties that had to be overcome to achieve the end results.
· Highlight the scope and significance of the achievement (short-term/long-term;

local/regional/national).
· Provide one or two references/contacts that would be able to support/amplify the narrative if

contacted by the Heritage Awards Committee.
· Please ensure that the nomination form is filled in completely.
· All Heritage Award nominations must be submitted electronically.  Details of online

submission will be published separately by other means.
· Treat your nomination, and the nominee, with respect.  Do not divulge the fact that you have

made the nomination, nor any details of the nomination, to the nominee nor to anyone else
who might relay the information to the nominee.

· Avoid submitting your nomination at the deadline. Nominations will be accepted any time
after 1 Apr but will close on 15 Jul of each year.  Early submissions enable heritage staff to
provide feedback and afford the nominator an opportunity to improve the submission.
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Annex B

Sample Award Certificate


